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Supply List and Pre-Class Instructions 

 

            
 

Finished Size – Approximately 61” x 61” 
 

A dazzling and complex-looking quilt that everyone is sure to think you spent months working on - 
cutting, arranging and sewing all those spinning pinwheel pieces!  Only you will know that this quilt is 
a cinch - made from units of simple squares, cut apart with the unique Twister Tool, and, then, with 
some easy-peasy ¼” seams, the blocks are assembled into these dazzling spinning pinwheels!      
 
TO MAXIMIZE CLASS TIME, THERE IS A LITTLE PRE-CLASS PREP REQUIRED – THOSE INSTRUCTIONS ARE 
ON THE NEXT PAGE. 
 
QUILT PATTERN SUPPLIES 

• 10” fabric squares – need 36 squares – use a Layer Cake or you can cut them from your stash 

• Border fabric 1 ¼ yards– cut into strips 6 ½” x WOF (width of fabric) – this border will be added 
to a unit of squares stitched together and then cut up using the Twister Tool.  This is not the 
border you see on the finished quilt.  (Instructions follow below.) 

• Twister Tool – regular size that is used with 10” squares.  (Not the Little Twister – it’s designed 
for use with 5” squares.) 

• Border fabric 1 ¼ yards– cut into 6” X WOF strips - will become the border around the finished 
quilt.  This can be the same fabric you used for the initial border (listed above) or you can 
choose a different fabric. (See blue example above.) 

• Binding fabric – 5/8 yard 

• Backing fabric – 4 yards 

• Batting – approximately 70” x 70” 
 
BASIC SEWING SUPPLIES 

• SEWING MACHINE – in good working order – remember your machine manual (recommended 
in case you need it for reference), presser foot/feet, power cord and foot pedal.  A ¼” presser 
foot (with guide) is recommended; but, feel free to use whatever presser foot you normally use 
to sew a 1/4” inch seam.   

• THREAD – I recommend using a quality sewing thread, such as Wonderfil, in a neutral color – 
gray or beige/tan usually work well.   
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• EXTRA BOBBINS – always be prepared.  Bring 2-3 filled bobbins. 

• ROTARY CUTTER - Please make sure you have a new blade in your rotary cutter to cut through 
your fabrics. 

• CUTTING MAT – There is a cutting mat in the classroom, but you are welcome to bring your own 
mat to have at your table near your sewing machine. 

• CUTTING GLOVE – The Klutz Glove (Fons &Porter) is recommended to help protect your hand as 
you cut your fabric. 

• MINI-IRON - There is an iron to share in the classroom, but you are welcome to bring a mini-iron 
and iron holder to use at your table.  Please be aware that we cannot have full-sized irons at the 
tables – irons use a lot of energy – we repeatedly blow circuits if we have more than the 
classroom’s one or two full-sized irons going at the same time.  If you bring a mini-iron, please 
be sure to bring the holder/stand to keep the hot iron away from surfaces that are not heat-
safe. 

• SCISSORS – for snipping threads, etc. 

• MACHINE NEEDLES – always best to be prepared in case a needle breaks or becomes dull. 

• PINS – straight pins that easily pierce your fabric. 

• MARKING TOOL – you may or may not need to use this, but it’s good to have on hand.   

• SEAM RIPPER 

• MARY ELLEN’S BEST PRESS (recommended) – this is an amazing starch product that does not 
leave white flakes all over your fabric when pressed. 

• SPRAY BOTTLE FOR WATER – (optional) – for general pressing, helps remove wrinkles. 

• Consider bringing your lunch/snacks in a small cooler/lunch bag – and your 
water/soda/juice/tea in a cup with a lid – in case you need to grab a bite or drink during class. 

 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUTTING AND COMPLETING THE SIMPLE SQUARE SET AT HOME PRIOR TO CLASS 
 
The goal of class time is to have you comfortably cutting your Twister units and piecing those dazzling 
spinning pinwheels blocks together - and for you to have fun learning this technique!  To get you 
prepped to head right into this in class, it is extremely helpful if you take a few minutes to zip through 
some straight seams (1/4” seams) to join together your 10” squares prior to coming to class!  Then, in 
class, Steve will help you jump right into learning how to use the Twister Tool – which makes cutting the 
Twister units easy-peasy!  From there, Steve will teach you how to piece together the Twister blocks to 
create your Terrific Twister quilt top.   
 
Before coming to class, stitch together your 10” squares into a unit that is 6 squares across and 6 
squares down – and add a simple border, (diagram below).  To do this: 
 

• Lay out your 10” squares, 6 across and 6 down, (i.e., 6 rows across and 6 columns down, for a 
total of 36 squares), in a pleasing manner.  Don’t put two of the same color next to each other.  
A random layout works great, but a planned layout can work equally as well.  For example, if you 
create a diagonal pattern (of color or print) with your squares, you can end up with somewhat of 
a diagonal look to your pinwheels.  NOTE – the randomness and variation of fabrics and pieced 
squares are what makes each quilt a unique beauty!   

• Sew the 10” squares together in rows.  Sew the rows together.  Press seams well after joining 
each row.  NOTE – to help your seams “nest” as you join your rows, consider pressing the seams 
of alternating rows in opposite directions prior to adding the next row.  For example: row 1, 
press block seams to the right – row 2, press blocks seams to the left – join those rows together; 
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row 3, press block seams to the right and join that to row 2 – continue in this manner until all 
rows are attached to each other.  

• Join border strips to make strips that fit the length of the sides of your stitched squares unit.  
Use a straight seam at the ends of your strips to join them – not a diagonal seam.  Attach these 
strips to the sides of your piece.  Press seams toward the border strips.  Repeat this step for the 
top and bottom border strips.   

• You now have your simple square foundation unit ready for class! 
 

 

        

      

      

      

      

 

 
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at 386-225-9228 – I’m happy to help.  See you in class! 

 
NOTES or questions for Steve: 
 
 
 


